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 Abstract 
The fracture behaviors of graphene oxide (GO) and GO/multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) hybrid papers are 

studied in mode-I and mode-III fracture. The effects of GO sheet size and CNT content on fracture and tearing 

toughness of the papers are evaluated using double-edge-notch tension (DENT) and trouser tear specimens, 

respectively. The tearing studies of all paper specimens under mode-III loading exhibited stick-slip tearing. The 

concept of Linear Elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) is used to measure the fracture toughness of GO and bucky 

papers and GO/CNT hybrid papers. Large GO papers give rise to a higher energy release rate and tearing toughness 

than those made from small GO sheets: about 36% and 70% enhancements are shown for the large GO papers due to 

a more compact structure and better GO sheet alignment. Hybridization of GO papers with MWCNTs also improves 

these properties when up to 5 wt.% of MWCNTs is incorporated, attributed to the stronger GO interlayer bonds 
through pi-pi interactions with intercalated MWCNTs. Fracture surface examination indicates that cleavage failure 

prevails in mode-I fracture depending on the size of GO sheets: the unsorted and large GO papers fail mainly by 

brittle cleavage of GO sheets whereas small GO papers fail by combined brittle cleavage and minor pullout 

following de-bonding of GO bundles. In contrast, combination of cleavage and de-bonding failures is dominant in 

mode-III fracture of GO papers, regardless of GO size. CNT pullout is the dominant failure mechanism in both 

fracture modes of bucky papers. 

Keywords: Graphene oxide paper, Fracture toughness, Energy release rate, Cleavage failure, Vacuum filtration. 
    

1. Introduction 
Since its discovery in 2004 [1], graphene - the 

parents of all graphitic materials has become one of 

the most exciting topics of research in the last few 

years. Graphene consists of one atom thick sp2 

bonded carbon atoms arranged in a honeycomb 

lattice structure, and possesses exceptionally high in-

plane electronic mobility, mechanical properties and 

thermal/electrical conductivities [2, 3]. Among 
different methods for the fabrication of graphene 

based materials, graphene oxide (GO) synthesized 

from oxidation of graphite is the most versatile 

method [4]. GO is an atom thick sheet of graphite 

containing oxygenated functional groups on its basal 

plane and at its edges, which form a hybrid structure 

of sp2 and sp3 hybridized carbon atoms, making it 

dispersible in water and organic solvents [5].GO has 

been widely used as a building block in composites, 

mechanical actuators, nano-robots, energy related 

materials, biological and medical applications [6, 7]. 
In recent years, GO-based paper materials have 

attracted much interest because of their outstanding 

strength, modulus and high degree of flexibility [8]. 

These paper-like materials may be used as sealants, 

actuators, bio-compatible substrates, flexible 

substrates and super-capacitors with high chemical 

and thermal stability [9]. GO papers can be easily 

fabricated from aqueous GO dispersion via vacuum-

assisted self-assembly to form a free standing layer-

by-layer hierarchical structure. 

The mechanical properties of GO papers have been 
extensively studied mainly in unidirectional tensile 

and bending modes [10, 11]. GO papers had a high 

strength and modulus in tension and bending due to 

the interlocking-tile microstructure of individual GO 

nano-sheets in the paper. Earlier studies indicate that 

these properties of GO papers outperformed other 

paper-like materials [12] while being similar to those 

of flexible graphite foils and carbon nanotube (CNT) 

bucky papers [11]. However, depending on a number 

of factors, including the precursor materials and how 

they are produced, the measured properties differed 
considerably, e.g. the tensile strength varied between 

76 and 293MPa and the moduli between 6 and 42 
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GPa [13]. Significant efforts have been directed 

towards improving the mechanical properties of GO 

papers, mainly by intercalation of polymer layers and 

chemical cross-linking between the GO sheets. These 

techniques include intercalation of divalent ions, such 

as Mg+2 or Ca+2 [12], polyvinyl alcohol films [14, 15], 
octadecyclamine (ODA) [10], polydopamine (pDOP) 

[16] and the combination of pDOP and 

polyetherimide (PEI) [13]. The mechanical properties 

of GO papers have been extensively studied mostly 

in uni-axial tensile mode [17-19]. While very few 

studies have been reported on the properties of GO 

paper in other modes of deformation, such as in shear 

or tearing. The lateral dimensions of GO sheets have 

significant impacts in controlling the properties and 

application of GO papers. Large and small GO sheets, 

respectively, are ideally suited in a variety of 

applications. For example, polymer-based composites 
containing small GO sheets are useful for bio-sensing 

and drug delivery [20, 21], whereas large GO sheets 

with controlled sizes are preferable for optoelectronic 

devices [22, 23].Various methods have been 

proposed to control the GO size or to obtain large 

sizes with varied successes [24-26], including the use 

of less oxidation and sonication. In this study, a series 

of centrifugation was used to sort as-produced GO 

sheets into different size groups based on our 

previous study [23]. Like GO papers, papers made 

from CNTs is a viable engineering material due to 
their useful mechanical, electrical and thermal 

properties. They are used in applications, like 

actuators, capacitors, electrodes, field emission 

devices, radio frequency filters, artificial muscles and 

strain sensing [27, 28].CNTs were also combined 

with GO sheets to synthesize hybrid papers in this 

study. This works aims the evaluation of the fracture 

resistance and identifying the corresponding failure 

mechanisms of neat GO and hybrid papers in two 

different modes, including mode I fracture using the 

double edge notched tensile (DENT) test and mode 

III tearing using the trouser test. Experiments were 
performed to determine the fracture and tearing 

toughness of GO papers and GO/CNT hybrid papers. 

In addition, the study specially focuses on the effects 

of GO sheet size and CNT content on the fracture 

properties of these papers were specifically studied. 

 

2. Experimental 

2.1 Fabrication of GO and GO/CNT hybrid 

papers 

GO was prepared from purified natural graphite 

flakes (Asbury Graphite Mills) based on modified 
chemical method [29, 30] and the procedure for GO 

synthesized is described elsewhere [23, 31]. GO 

paper was fabricated by flow-directed vacuum 

filtration of aqueous GO dispersions through a 

Millipore filter membrane (90 mm in diameter and 

0.22 µm pore size) followed by air drying and 

peeling off from the filter paper. The thickness of 

each paper is controlled by adjusting volume of the 

aqueous GO dispersions. For the fracture toughness 
testing specimen, the thickness of the paper was 

about 20±0.001µm. All the specimens were dried in 

an oven at 60°C for seven days to achieve low 

moisture content before testing. To investigate the 

effect of GO sheet size on the fracture properties the 

as prepared unsorted GO solution was separated into 

‘small GO’ and “large GO” through three-step 

centrifugation on a table-top centrifuge (SIGMA 2-

16P) whose average areas were 1.1 and 272m2, 
respectively [32]. Raman spectroscopy (Renishaw 

MicroRaman/Photoluminescence System with a 633 

nm He-Ne laser) and X-ray diffraction (XRD, X'pert 

Pro, PANalytical, using Cu Kα1 (λ =0.154 nm) 
radiation) analysis were used to evaluate the carbon 

structure and the interlayer distance between adjacent 

GO layers with different size groups. For the 

GO/CNT hybrid paper fabrication, the functionalized 

CNTs solutions were poured into GO aqueous 

dispersion while stirring followed by 0.5 hr 

ultrasonication. The GO/CNT hybrid paper was 

prepared by vacuum filtration of GO/CNT hybrid 

mixture followed by air drying and peeling from the 

filter paper and finally dried in a vacuum oven at 

60°C. The CNT content was varied between 2.5 and 

90 wt%. 

 

2.2 Fracture toughness tests and characterization 

The fracture resistance of papers was characterized 

both in mode I tension using the double edge notched 

tension (DENT) test and in mode III out-of-plane 

shear using the trouser tear test. The specimens were 

prepared according to the specifications ASTM E399 

and ASTM D1938, respectively, and their 

dimensions are as shown in Fig. 1. For the DENT 

specimens, the width, 2b, was varied between 5 and 

30mm while the crack length to width ratio, a/b, was 
varied between 0.15 and 0.69. The critical stress 

intensity factor, KIC, was calculated using the 

equations (1) and (2) when the external stress reached 

a critical value, c, for crack propagation [33]: 

             
 
                (1) 

Where         is a geometric correction factor and 

for a double edge notch tension specimen is given: 

                                 
 

 

         
 

                                            (2) 

The mode-I stress intensity factor, KC, is related to 

the energy release rate, GC, by 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mode_I
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress_intensity_factor
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Where E is the Young’s modulus of the material for 

plain stress condition  

For the trouser tear test specimens, two different 

ligament lengths of 30 and 50mm were employed 

while the initial crack length was fixed at 15 mm. 

The tearing toughness, G, was calculated by: 

 

    
                 (4) 

 

Where F is the mean force calculated by averaging 

the load over the entire ligament length; and t is the 

thickness of the specimen. Thus, the tearing 

toughness is the internal tearing resistance and 

measures the force perpendicular to the plane of the 

paper necessary to tear a single sheet through a 

specified distance after the tear has already been 

started. Specimens were cut to the dimensions shown 

in Fig. 2 and the initial cracks were made using a 

sharp surgical blade. The specimens were dried in an 
oven at 60°C for seven days to uniformly dry before 

testing. The DENT and trouser tear tests were 

conducted on a universal testing machine (Alliance 

RT/5) at cross-head speeds of 1 and 250 mm/min, 

respectively, according to the specifications. The 

fracture surface morphologies were examined on a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL 6700F, 

JSM) and an optical microscope (LEICA M205C). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. (a) Double edge notched tension specimen 

and (b) Trousers tear specimen and (c) model 

geometry (tearing test). 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

3.1. Materials Characteristics 

Fig.2a. shows the Raman spectra of small, unsorted 

and large GO papers and the corresponding ID/IG 

intensity ratio. The G band (at ~1590 cm-1) is Raman 

active for sp2-hybridized carbon-carbon bonds in 

graphene [34, 35] while D band (at ~1354 cm-1) is 

associated with the presence of defects in the graphite 

material such as bond-angle disorder, bond-length 

disorder, vacancies, edge defects, etc. [36]. The 
intensity ratio ID/IG is widely used to measure the 

defects quantity in graphitic materials [37].The 

Raman spectra shows an increase in the D/G intensity 

ratio from 2.02 for large GO to 2.43 for small GO, 

clearly indicate the increased defects quantity in 

small GO sheets for a given area of materials.  

 

Figure 2. Raman spectra of small, unsorted and large 

GO papers (a) D- and G-band peaks; (b) ID/IG 

intensity ratio and (c) X-ray diffraction patterns of 

small, unsorted and large GO papers. 

The XRD pattern (Fig.2c) of small, unsorted and 

large GO papers exhibits a characteristic XRD peak 

at 2θ = 10.53°, 11.03º, 11.35º and corresponding to a 

distance of, 8.4 Å, 8.0 Å and 7.7Å between the 

stacked GO sheets. The larger was the GO sheets, the 

smaller was the d-spacing. This observation is 

consistent with the Raman intensity ratio, where the 

large GO sheets contained fewer oxygenated 

functional groups for a given area, leading to a 
shorter distance between them. In other words, the 

large GO papers had a more compact structure and 

better GO sheet alignment formed during the self-

assembly process than the small GO papers [32]. 

 

 

3.2. Fracture properties of GO papers and 

GO/CNT hybrid papers 
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The mode-I strain energy release rates, Gc, were 

calculated using equation (3) from the Young’s 

moduli of GO papers determined by the dynamic 

mechanical analysis. The results on the effects of 

initial crack length and specimen width are shown in 

Fig. 3. The strain energy release rate showed a 

maximum value of 0.34 kJ/m2 for a/b in the range of 

0.38 to 0.46, and decreased gradually when a/b ratio 
was reduced or increased. A further study on the 

effect of specimen width, 2b, indicates that the 

energy release rate leveled off when 2b reached 10 
mm for both a/b =  0.38 and 0.46. 

 

Figure.3- Energy release rates of GO papers: (a) 

Effect of initial crack length to specimen width, a⁄b, 

for a fixed width b = 13mm; Effect of specimen 

width 2b for a fixed crack length to width ratio (b) a⁄b 

= 0.38 and (c) a⁄b = 0.46 

Figure. 4 (a) Load- extension curves and (b) 

comparison of the strain energy release rates of small 

GO, unsorted GO and large GO papers, crack length 

to width ratio a⁄b = 0.38, width 13mm 

As prepared GO sheets were sorted as small GO and 
large GO sheets and the effect of GO sheets size on 

fracture properties were investigated. The 

representative load-extension curves obtained from 

the fracture toughness tests are shown in Fig.4 (a) 

and the corresponding strain energy release rates are 

given in Fig. 4(b). From Fig. 4(a) load increased 

almost linearly with extension when crack initiated 

until it reached the maximum where catastrophic 

failure occur. This indicates that fracture behavior of 

GO paper is like a brittle material. The energy release 

rates were higher in the ascending order of small, 

unsorted and large GO papers, with a significant 36% 

difference between the small and large GO sheets. 

To understand the different fracture behaviors of GO 

papers made from different size groups, SEM images 

were taken from the cross-sectional fracture surfaces, 

as shown in Fig. 5.  

Figure 5. SEM photographs of the fracture surfaces 

of GO paper (a,b) unsorted GO,(c,d), large GO and 

(e,f) small GO 

 

GO paper assembled in a layer-by-layer hierarchy 

where GO sheets are bridged on the edges (intralayer) 

and adjacent graphene sheets (interlayer) through sp2 

carbon-carbon covalent bonds, hydrogen bonds, van 

der Waals forces [32]. When the crack propagated 
across to the stacked GO sheets, it generally followed 

a straight path without much deflection. The sp2 

carbon-carbon covalent bonds are short-ranged and 

the deformation of GO sheets generally involves the 

localized processes of bond breaking. [38]. Therefore, 

all fracture surfaces presented mainly cohesive 

failure via brittle cleavage of GO sheets with limited 

GO sheet pullout. However, depending on the GO 

size group used, the surface morphologies presented 

obvious differences in term of degree of GO sheet 

alignment in the horizontal direction and the 
occurrence of de-bonding between them. It is of 

interest to note that the large the GO sheets, the better 

the alignment and the less the tendency to de-bonding. 

However, the elongated elliptical holes shown in Fig. 

5(b) appear to be the trace of de-bonded GO sheets or 

bundles, consistent with the size of small GO sheets 

ranging from a few hundred nm to a few m in lateral 
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length. In summary, it can be said that the fracture 

mechanisms of unsorted and large GO papers were 

dominated by brittle cleavage of GO sheets whereas 

small GO papers were failed by combined brittle 

cleavage and minor pullout following de-bonding of 

GO sheets. 
Similar to GO papers, specimens made from CNT 

papers and the GO/CNT hybrid papers were tested at 

a/b = 0.38 to measure the fracture toughness. The 

critical stress intensity ratios, Kc, of GO/CNT hybrid 

papers are presented as a function of CNT content in 

Fig. 6(a). (Due to the lack of individual Young’s 

modulus data, the Kc values are shown.) The stress 

intensity factor of the neat CNT papers was below 

one tenth that of the neat GO paper (Kc = 0.103 vs 

1.5 MPa√m) although the strain energy release rate 

was only five times lower (Gc = 0.072 vs 0.34 kJ/m2), 

a reflection of the difference in Young’s modulus. 
The neat CNT papers are a mat of randomly 

entangled CNTs with a randomly interconnected 

porous structure. During the filtration process the 

CNTs were self-assembled by van der Waals forces. 

The interaction of individual CNT plays an important 

role in determining the mechanical properties of the 

bucky paper [39, 40]. When load is applied, 

individual CNTs began to unravel (disentangle) by 

tube to tube shearing from each other  until a peak 

load is reached and following this limit, crack 

propagates across the sample by pullout of the CNTs. 
The failure mechanism involved complete pullout of 

the CNTs across the crack (Fig. 6(b)). The fracture 

toughness of GO/CNT hybrid papers showed an 

interesting variation with CNT content (Fig. 6(a)).  

 

Figure. 6 (a) Fracture toughness of GO/CNT hybrid 
papers as a function of CNT content; fracture surface 

morphologies of (b) neat CNT bucky paper and (c, d) 

95 wt.% GO/5 wt.% CNT hybrid paper. 

 

It sharply increased for CNT contents up to 5 wt.% 

before a consistent, parabolic reduction with further 

increase in CNT content. A small amount of CNTs 

intercalated between the GO sheets positively 

contributed to resisting the crack opening force by 

strongly adhering to the GO sheets via - 
interactions which are considered stronger than the 

hydrogen bonds or van der Waals forces present 

between the GO sheets alone. This may explain the 

initial surge in fracture toughness by 22% with 5 wt.% 

CNTs. The SEM images corresponding to these 
papers (Fig. 6(c) and 6(d)) indicate that the fracture 

mechanisms were largely different from those of the 

neat GO papers and two distinct features can be 

identified. There was evidence of GO bundle pullout 

along with the intercalated CNTs, and as a result the 

fracture surface was much rougher than the neat GO 

papers. The bundle pullout mechanism is considered 

to positively contribute to the toughness of the hybrid 

papers through crack tip deflection. The addition of a 

small quantity of CNTs hindered cleavage as well as 

deboning of GO sheets. Another feature is that the 
GO sheets were stacked with a high degree of 

wrinkles in the form of sinusoidal waves along with 

uniformly intercalated CNTs. The presence of 

wrinkles may have helped the pullout of GO sheet 

bundles, which otherwise seldom occurred in well-

aligned GO sheets (Figs. 5d, 5f).  

However, the excessive amount of CNTs beyond 5 

wt.% failed to enhance the fracture toughness 

because the bonds with the GO sheets were not as 

strong due to the agglomeration of CNTs, while 

inevitably increasing the total paper thickness 

because of the loose packing density of CNTs 
compared to the neat GO sheets.  

 

3.3. Tearing properties of GO papers and 

GO/CNT hybrid papers 

The out of plane mode-III trouser tear tests were 

carried out to determine the tearing toughness of 

papers. The effects of GO sheet size on tearing 

toughness are shown in Fig. 7. It shows the typical 

load-extension curves obtained during tear 

propagation of small, unsorted and large GO papers. 

From the load extension curves it is observed that 
force slowly increase to a maximum value and drops 

rapidly to a minimum value with corresponding 

variations in the rate of propagation. The crack 

initiate at maximum force while arrest at minimum 

force. This type of tearing is called stick-slip tearing. 

At regular intervals, the crack initiation and arrest 

repeats itself [41]. The stick-slip tearing has also been 

observed in thermoplastic elastomers [42, 43] and 

polyvinyl alcohol gel sheets [44]. As expected, there 

was a linear increase in tearing toughness with 

increasing paper thickness (Fig. 7(b)). The effect of 

GO sheet size on tearing toughness is shown in Fig. 

7(c), the large GO papers presenting 70% 
enhancement compared to the small GO papers. The 
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dependence of tearing toughness on GO size is 

attributed to two interrelated characteristics, namely 

the compactness of GO paper and the presence of 

defects in GO sheets. The XRD analysis clearly 

indicated a shorter interlayer distance between the 

large GO sheets, i.e. with a more compact structure, 
than the small sheets, while the large GO sheets 

contained fewer defects than small GO sheets as 

indicated by the Raman ID/IG intensity ratio (Fig. 2). 

In fact, the dependency of tearing toughness on GO 

sheet size has a significant analogy with the 

dependency of tearing toughness of cellulose papers 

on fiber length: it was shown that the tearing 

resistance increased with increasing fiber length, 

particularly when there was low bonding between the 

fibers [45]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. (a) Tearing force-extension curves of 0.052 

mm thick GO papers; (b) tearing toughness of 

unsorted GO papers as a function of specimen 

thickness; and (c) tearing toughness of GO papers 

with different size groups. 

 

The degree of bonding in the paper significantly 
affected the tearing process. In papers with a higher 

degree of bonding, the fibers were well anchored in 

the paper and the load during the tear test caused 

fibers to break [46]. This finding on cellulose papers 

is also very similar to our observation in GO papers 

as discussed below. The tearing process in GO papers 

was complex because the plane of fracture changed 

during the tear propagation: the fracture surface was 

initially oriented perpendicular to the paper face and 

tended to become almost 180° at the end [47], 

showing large, flat torn surface areas (Figs. 8(a) and 
8(c)).On the microscopic scale, the torn fracture 

surfaces were uneven and irregular: although there 

were large differences in overall tearing toughness, 

the torn surface morphologies were in general similar 

for all GO papers. Essentially, fracture occurred due 

to the combination of two distinct failure modes, 

namely cohesive and adhesive failures. Because the 

cracks always propagate through the weakest paths, 

there were competitions between the tearing strength 

of the individual or bundle GO sheets and the force to 
separate between them, leading to cleavage fracture 

and de-bonding, respectively, once the driving force 

overcame each of the resistance. Judging from the 

lower tearing toughness of the small GO papers than 

the large GO papers, it is assumed that cleavage was 

more dominant than the de-bonding mechanism.  

 

 
Figure 8. SEM photographs of torn surfaces of (a, b) 

small GO papers and (c, d) large GO papers; optical 

images of torn edges of (e) small and (f) large GO 

papers.  

 

This hypothesis is partly confirmed by the optical 

images showing twisty crack paths at the edges of the 

papers (Figs. 8(e) and 8(f)). The torn edges presented 

typical of a saw tooth wave with disordered 

oscillation where the large GO papers exhibited 

generally higher amplitude peaks than the small GO 

papers, a reflection of inherent GO sheet size. The 
tearing toughness of GO/CNT hybrid papers is 

plotted as a function of CNT content as shown in Fig. 

9(a). The tearing toughness of the neat CNT paper 

was only 3.0% that of neat GO papers (0.033 vs 1.1 

kJ/m2 for 69 m thick papers), and was even much 
less than half the mode I fracture toughness (0.072 

kJ/m2) of the same material.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. (a) Tearing toughness of GO/CNT hybrid 

papers as a function of CNT content; typical SEM 

image of torn surface of GO/CNT hybrid paper with 
(b) 5 wt.% and (c) 10 wt.% CNTs. 
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It is assumed that the highly porous structure of CNT 

papers was less resistance to fracture in out-of-plane 

shear than in uni-axial tension because the crack 

propagation occurred mainly by disentanglement of 

CNT bundles assembled by weak van der Waals 

forces.  The torn fracture surface of the CNT papers 
had a much the same morphology as for the mode I 

fracture surface (Fig. 6(b)), indicating CNT pullout 

was the dominant failure mechanism in tear. 

Resembling the mode I fracture toughness values 

(Fig. 6(a)), the hybrid papers containing a small 

amount of CNTs showed an ameliorating effect on 

tearing toughness. With 5 wt.% CNTs, the tearing 

toughness of the hybrid papers increased by almost 

15% compared to the neat GO papers, a 

manifestation of strong bonds between the CNTs and 

GO sheets. With further addition of CNTs, the 
tearing toughness continued to drop, similar to mode 

I fracture toughness, but above the value 

corresponding to the neat CNT papers. The torn 

surface of the GO/CNT hybrid papers produced 

complex fracture morphologies (Figs. 9(b) and 9(c)) 

which significantly differ from those of the neat GO 

papers (Figs. 8(b) and 8(d)), all of whom were taken 

at a similar magnification. It is interesting to note that 

the hybrid papers showed generally more GO torn 

edges than the neat GO papers, perhaps as a result of 

more uniform dispersion of GO sheets aided by the 

presence of CNTs. The intercalated, small amount of 
CNTs enhanced the GO inter sheet bonds through the 

- interactions as discussed above. The CNTs were 
well dispersed when the CNT content was low (5 

wt.%), and with increasing the CNT content (10 wt.%) 

they tended to be agglomerated, unable to improve 

the tearing toughness. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The fracture resistance of neat GO and GO/CNT 

hybrid papers was studied and the corresponding 

failure mechanisms are identified in two different 

modes, including mode I fracture using the double 

edge notched tensile (DENT) test and mode III 
tearing using the trouser test. The effects of GO sheet 

size and CNT content on the fracture properties of 

these papers were specifically studied. An easy and 

efficient centrifugation was used to sort the (as-

prepared) GO sheets into two different size groups, 

large and small GO sheets. The following can be 

highlighted from the experimental study.  
GO paper made from large GO sheet gives higher 

fracture and tearing toughness than those from small 

GO sheets.  About 36% enhancement of strain energy 

release rate and 70% enhancement of tearing 

toughness were observed. Hybridization with CNTs 

also enhanced these two properties only when small 

amounts of CNTs were incorporated so as to 

maintain strong bonds with the surrounding GO 

sheets:  the fracture toughness increased by 22% and 

tearing toughness by 15% after hybridization with 5 

wt.% of CNT, compared to the neat GO papers. The 

failure mechanisms taking place during the quasi-
static fracture and trouser tearing tests were identified 

from the microscopic examination of the fracture 

surfaces. Cohesive failure and combination of 

cohesive/adhesive failures were found in mode-I and 

mode-III fracture of GO papers, respectively. The 

torn edges exhibited typical of a saw tooth wave with 

disordered oscillation where the large GO papers had 

generally higher amplitude peaks than the small GO 

papers. In contrast, the GO/CNT hybrid papers failed 

mainly by a combination of the above mechanisms 

plus CNT pullout, depending on CNT content.   
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